
#Relationships 

#7:  Why Are They So Weird? 
 

Proverbs 14:29A patient man has great understanding… 
 

How To Be More Patient With Anyone 
 

1.  Identify the _______________________________________ 
 

Extrovert or Introvert 
(How are you energized?) 

 

E………........................!.....................………….I 
 

Sensor or Intuitive 
(What kind of information do you naturally  

pay attention to?) 
 

S………........................!.....................………….N 
 

Thinker or Feeler 
(How do you make decisions?) 

 

T ………........................!.....................………….F 
 

Organizer or Adaptor 
(How do you organize your world?) 

 

Z………........................!.....................………….A 
 

My 4 letters are _____  _____  _____  _____ 

www.typelogic.com 

 

2.  Learn to ________________ the God-given differences 
Romans 12:4-5 Just as our bodies have many parts and each 

part has a special function, so it is with Christ’s body.  We are all 

parts of his one body, and each of us has different work to 

do...and each of us needs all the others. 

 

Personalit y  t hrough our  prayers 

ISTZ: Lord, help me to relax about insignificant details beginning tomorrow 

at 11:41.23 a.m. EST. 

ISTA: God, help me to consider people's feelings, even if most of them ARE 
hypersensitive. 

ESTA: God, help me to take responsibility for my own actions, even though 
they're usually NOT my fault. 

ESTZ: God, help me to not try to RUN everything. But, if you need some 
help, just ask. 

ISFZ: Lord, help me to be more laid back and help me to do it EXACTLY 

right. 

ISFA: Lord, help me to stand up for my rights (if you don't mind my asking). 

ESFA: God, help me to take things more seriously, especially parties and 

dancing. 

ESFZ: God, give me patience, and I mean right NOW. 

INFZ: Lord, help me not be a perfectionist. (Did I spell that correctly?) 

INFA: God, help me to finish everything I sta 

ENFA: God, help me to keep my mind on one th - Look a bird - ing at a time. 

ENFZ: God, help me to do only what I can and trust you for the rest. Do you 

mind putting that in writing? 

INTZ: Lord, keep me open to others' ideas, WRONG though they may be. 

INTA: Lord, help me be less independent, but let me do it my way. 

ENTA: Lord, help me follow established procedures today. On second 
thought, I'll settle for a few minutes. 

ENTZ: Lord, help me slow downandnotrushthroughwhatIdo.  



Extraverts     Introverts 

 

__Have enthusiastic demeanor __Have calm demeanor 

__Talk more    __Talk less 

__Are usually more animated  __Are usually more reserved 

__Think out loud   __Think, then talk 

__Talk faster and usually louder __Talk slower and usually   

                                                                 more quietly 

__Are easily distracted  __Are able to focus  

__Change subjects quickly  __Stay with one subject 

__Like to be around people  __Like to spend time alone 

__Often seek center stage  __Often shun the limelight 

__Act first and think about it later __Are more cautious 

__Interrupt and finish sentences __Rarely interrupt 

__Approachable & easily engaged __Appear to be shy 

__Look with their mouth not their eyes 

__Process thoughts externally __Need more down time   

 
Sensors 65% of the population Intuitives  

 

__They pay attention to the 5 senses __They pay attention to ideas 

__Trust what can be documented  __Focus on what could be 

__Straightforward speech patterns __Complex speech patterns 

__One thought follows the next          __Thoughts-leap about 

__Include details and facts  __Talk about the big picture 

__Remember the past accurately __Envision the future 

__Present; realistic   __Conceptual 

__Down to earth   __Head in clouds 

__Practical    __Ingenuity 

__Specific    __Genuine 

__Like jobs that yield tangible results __Frequently bored  

__Enjoy learning a skill and using it   __ Ideas are exciting  

    repeatedly     
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Thinkers     Feelers 
__Act cooler, more distant          __Act friendlier 

__May seem insensitive         __Are very sensitive  

__May be blunt and tactless         __Are usually very gentle 

__May argue or debate for fun       __Avoid arguments & conflict 

__Are more “thick-skinned”         __Have their feelings hurt 

__Get right to the point         __Engage in small talk first 

__Appear low-key and matter-of-fact __Appear excited/emotional 

__Give praise sparingly  __Are generous with praise  

__Are usually very assertive  __May lack assertiveness 

__Like jobs of strategy  __Like helping jobs 

__Don’t take things personally  __Take things personally 

__It’s more important to be right __More important to be liked 

__Pride themselves on objectivity __People-pleasers 

__More likely to be male (65%)  __More likely to be female (65%) 

 

Organizers:  60% of the population  Adaptors:  

__Are more serious   __Are more playful 

__Like to take charge/be in control __Are good at adapting 

__Like to make decisions quickly __Tends to put off decisions 

__Are definitive     __May be tentative     

__Often express strong opinions __Appear “wishy-washy” 

__Are often in a hurry/ rapid pace __A more leisurely pace 

__Have a “finished,” neat appearance__Unfinished look 

__Probably have neat car interior __Probably have a messy car   

__Like to set and reach goals  __Are liable to change goals 

__Are driven to finish projects __Prefer to start projects 

__Like rules, systems and structures __Find rules/ systems/  

                                                                structure confining 

__Are usually well organized  __Are often disorganized 

__Make lists and complete them  __Seldom complete lists 

__Usually have neat/tidy work space __Often messy work space 

__Seek jobs that give them control __Seek jobs that are fun 

__Work BEFORE fun   __Fun BEFORE work 

__Prompt – always on time  __Start times were meant to be  

    broken 

__Deadline    __Deadline? 
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